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Abstract

4

Federal intervention in education can'. enhance or hamper professional
role playing. Generall, process ooritrols reduce discretion and can,there-
fore erode Service quality. When innOvitions require considerable "learning
how to do the job;" input or output controls are preferable. The implemen
tation of PL 94-142 is studied to show the consequences of excessive use
of process controls.
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In this paper we introduce thetnotion of intervention strategies\k ..2. V

to explain why and when.certain chnge efforts are successful. For
4 .

our purpose we have selected the Education For All,Handicapped Children
e

4 'r

Act of 1975 (PL"94 -142) to illustrate the unforeseen consequences of '

inappropriate intervention strategies. Since education, in general,

and speclal'education in particular relies heavily onJProfessional

competence for deliveiy of service,.our'discussion of.intervention

strategies focuses on the peculiarities of institutions where4prdfess-
,

imital knowledge is important- What we have to say about special

education a3plies equally to public health, research, the running of

udiversitise or even to, companies usi4 complex technologies.

An intervention strategy is khe choice of linkage between two

or more organizations in a loosely coupled system. Education and many

-

othersocial sectors can be thought of_as looSe$y coupled systems

'XGlessman,1973v-Weick 1976) where many different organizations with

different purposes, responsibilities and resoukces overlap amd im-
,A'

pile on each other. If we think of the governance'of American

education, we think ofa'complex mosaic where legislatures, the

clotirts,.local bodies, state and federal agencies deal with teacher

unions, parents organizations, students
. .

each involved in somepartial aspect of

controlled or affected by other, actors:

and the general putli,c,

education, each partially

/, In a loosely coupled system transactions take

ample courts make deciions,jlegislative mandates are enacted, federal

ienCies set rules for implementdtion, 'districts accept monies
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and other induCements'to initiate novel activities. Many of these

transactions includq a control element, i.e: when a district accepts
*4.

e

.001

monies to initiate a new program, the monies come along with a control
-

package dictated by the ligislative mandate or regulations of the

implementing agencies. 1

Controls between semi-opdependent organizations are necessary tb

protect the purposes of donors and to facilitate implementation.
a

Considerable attention has been given in the literature on the nature

of controls and thekinds of slippage or even mutations that, take

place a thetime of implementation. Berman stresses the difference

Jietween macro'iMplementation which focuses on the federal to state

to local transition and Micro implementation which focuses on the
-0 -

pepulrities at project/.site level, and on the adaptation-needed

to fitlhhe overall purpose-in the local setting. (Berman 1978)

Elmpre carried the conceptualization one step further by -d4efferenti-

. ating between 1) a management model of implementation where the focus

is on task specificatn, allocation and,measurement to fa cilitate

management controls; 2) a bureaucratic proceas_mp#1 where imple-

mentation is conceived-as the control of established routines and the
D.

reduction of site level discretion; 3) an organization development (OD). -.

Model where implementation is conceived
1
as a.proce ts that results.

. .

.. _

andgreater consensus,more individual autonomy and commitTent;and.lastlY

.4) as conflict bargaining , implementation is conceived-as the

arrangements that allow the resolution. nf conflicts and the carrying.

out of_necessary tasks. (Elmore 1978) ,

sr`

I
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In'contrast, Sabatier and Mazmanlaattempt to.focus exclusively on

. , .

the management mod.el'td establish the conditions for effective policy

,....r
,

implementation. They argue that any substantial departure from the, status
,,

quo can only be achieved If i) the program is based on a sound theory;

2) the sfatute or.policy is unambiguous; 3) implementing agencies are

properly. managed and structured; 4) active and sufficient political

support exists and 5) the program is carried out over time. (Sabatier and

Mazmanian 1979). More retently Berman. emphasizes again that success does

not always depend dh lack of ambiguity and precise orders. One can opt for

programmed implementation (i.e., crefiAl-and explicit programming of/im-

plementation procedures) or adaptive implementation (i.e., reliance on

adapting initial plans tounfolding events or decisions). The choice

depends on the peculiarities of the policy, situation or context:

''The literature has sought, to identify Variables that account

K-c
-for the past decade's rather,dismal i lementation experienced.
For example, thelainbiguity and leek o larity in policy .

objectives,..the patticipa,tion of too many actors in decision-
makingduring impleMentatilon and the uncnntrdllea diicretion
of implementers have been cited as prominent reasons for. .

implementaion problemi. Yet it'can be argued thatkambiguity,
participation, and discretion do not hurt hut rather contri-
bute to effective implementatidn. Why these inconsistent

findings? The'effects of ambiguity, participation and dis-
cretion (as well as many other variables) are cont±ftgent-on
their interaction with-relatively fiked elements of the .

policy situation or context. ... . " (Berman 1980, p. 207),

In this paper we see1 to better understand how and when different

intervention strategies are suited or poorly adapted to different
4 /

situations. We focus on situations whT,the task does not always lend

Itself to routinization and where professional discretiop is i1portant.

We select control points:as the relevant variable.d By control

. point we simply mean whether implementation controls are mainly exercised
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ot input, output, or process variables.

This paper argues that the choice of control\ points and the

selection of control linkages is determined by characteristics of

the task-in the implementing agency. Some tasks can be controlled

a

at outputs, others at process or inputs. Some Can be controlled
4

simultaneously or at all three., But many' implementation failures

or distditions can, be attributed to, the selection 'of the wrong control

point and the wrong'linkage.

TI4 first part of this focuses oh the-concept of intervention

strategies: It links onracieti tics of tasks with the choice of
1.

.control points. It focuses on,internal structure such hs.the system

of reward and.punishment that motivates implementers. It suggests
. .

41,

where and when certain.cpntrqls can be expected to succeed.
' '-.

,
.The.second part'of the paper uses the implementation of the

federdl law on the education of handicapped' children (PL 94-142) to

illuitrate the argument.
Y

A Few Deftnitions.

t A

Intervention strategy: the choice'Of'conti.ol points and

lInka6S. 'Do yod focu s on the sokialization pf teacher's? Training
s , - ,

of .parents? Budget? Procedureil? Outputs or outcomes ?. Why?

ControI'gbint: .is this intervention affecting input, proCess

or output-variables.

°Choiceof linkage: whatkind of reporting and what kind of

positive or negatiVe Inducements are used? Some linkagesrthay be very
.1".
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specific and entail the use of: inspectors other linkages may be

vague and require no reporting. More importantly some linkages are

based on positive inducements while others' are based'_on-negative
)

i
.sanctions. .. .

...*

. .
.

Input controls: Since all organizations require input ,
, .

. --..

resources to survive control of inputs is probably the-most effective
. ' . '

e k

way of 'controlling organizationg., Hence the importancecif ttie

budgetary process in governMent and the relevanceof the market place

in the'private sector. .But'budgem,are not the only input control.

The'characteristics of the socialization of professionals may be
..- ;

i

(.

.
., .

far More important. ,
1

1

.
!When input controls are used.instead, of process°,or output . .

. , '1

controls, considerable discretion is exercised' by implementers.- The
%

1

--..

relevant imagery is: "here are some resources; go ahead and do the . j

job." Therefore in Bertan's perspectivewe:would tend to associate

input controls with adaptive implementation.

Process controls: These are directed at internal behavior

.concerned with the way service or product are provided. They,include

orders dealing with specific Instances or of routinized orders or

rules applyinlf,to selected recurrent patterns -of behavior: Health-

and safety standards in the workplace are typical prooess rules

designed toprOtect both workers an d client. Process controls are

used extensively in regulatory practice. They, tend to reduce day -to-

day discretion. Thp, applicable imagery is: "do this job in the following

gi

'mariner, do-not deviate from this procedure." Process controls are

often used when an:butside.agenEY is attempting. to advance goals which

1.0'
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rtant to society are hot'a salient
.

and activities bf the implementer (for example affirmative

They necessarily

objectives
)

action or

imply some.

aspect of the overall

4,11.4s,

protection objectives)w

level of pidgrammaiion.

Output /outcome ,controlse Output interventipnware focused
.

oncharacterigtics of theproauct and service perfoimed. pfitPutS are
-

usually defined in terms of immediate organizational conseqtlence

i.e.;.the output of a higher education institution may be'a coho t

of graduates with a diplaMa.
.

Outcome interventions torus on secondary gffects of organ-
.

.izational outputs: i.e., if the.output is'a cohort pf graduating
. -

,
seniors the outcome may be the percent who find. sikaifitant

. . -

. employment within a given period,of time.

Implicit here, is the notion of di-S-cloSure. Output controls .-

c . 1
. .

necessarily involve the implementer in Saying something about what
. ,

< .

,has been done: One question therefore, is Co Wh to disclose?
. .

.Talclients? ,to professions?, To sponsors? To the ublic at large?. 1
-

a

The.relevant imagery'here is:,? "tell us'what -you have done so' tat
t

, we can decide whether to ask .you. to continue oro so thing elsp.rr-

-Outputs are often linked to input resoUrces. Fp,examp e

iafotmation is useCtO generate input resources:."you ach
t

therefore we ,continu.e.talund you."
.,

Output controls tend to b used

vthereis,doncern that a large number of

coordinate their 'efforts.
/

a

output

eyed the goal,

in4,planfiing situati s where.

loosely.cannected or nizations
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,

Output controls can kitjaer enlarge or reduce implementer's

discretion depending on the specificity of disclosure. They therefore

fall either in the. adaptive or the programmatic category.

Implementation and Rewards or Punishments

Linkaggd based on transacti,ns imply that rewards or punish-
,

-A

punish-

ments take place: for ekample when output controls are linked to

inputs, we can describe a'system of.reward or punishments that is
e

activated and brings bout implementation; "you are

we expected,'we do not fund your program unless you

\. . .

If an intervendion is to make a difference,

not doing what4

change your ways."

if implementatiop

is not trivial (it wolildtake place in any case);.social power
.

has to be exetseci. Power may emanate from very-tangible threats

9

(the enforcement model)'or from positive inducements (rew4rd model).'
r--

. . Therefore in any implementation situation we can describe a system
. . '

\of reward And pqnishment that helps, explain why implementationtakes

place: "they had to implement,.the court ruling gave them-no latitude",

or "they knew itwould be_to their .advantage to consent".

-/
.

The system of reward and punishment consists.of several distinct
, =

,

meleents: the actual rewards or punishments, the criteria for their

aplication, theofficials who Apply them Unspectors, Teer evaluators

,etc.), the sampling or measures on which performance is evaluated.

Implementation failures can always be attributed to the system

of teward and punishment,. If people do not implement, it usually means

that for some reason ot other they find advantage in not implementing.

,

To be 'sure, there are othei explanationsthey may.be ignorailt of

expectations or incapable of performing as wanted. But or our purpose

La.

es*

a
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here, We will focus on the system of reward or punishment.. (R & P)

Two principal. cases interest us: The, eirst,is when implementation

fails because the intervention is not linked to R &-P: there is no way

to determine compliance or there are no inducements or punishments for

complying. The second s when the R & P is activated but it distorts

behavior within the target organization. The criteria or measures of

performance may, be inadequate ar'the system of R & P generates defensive

strategies that corrupt the purpose of the intervention, For example,'

teachers who are evaluated on their student performance on standardized

tests may focus their teaching on how to take tests or corrupt test

results.by manip4'ting test conditions.

These problems become particularly significant in task situations

that include a learning element. If implementers are pUnished when they

attempt 6 learn how to do things differeAtly, the experimental adaptive
,

behavidr required for implementation will gradually be extinguished. In

other words; the system of R & P can also be the direct cause'of .

impiementdtionfailures.

This is why the choice of control point and. linkage is relevant.
°

There are task situations that-can be controlled and the existence and

activation 004g; system of R.61.1) does not create significant distortions.

4. But in certain cases - as we shall now see -.controls have to be limited

,

if they.are not-to,undo'in practice what they are to achieve in theory.

4

, .
.i 1

r

Learning and Uncertainty

Let us arbitrarily divide the world of implementation into

four categories: ,Either goals are specific and measurable or they,

are. qusand not easily measurable. Eirer'the task is routine

13
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or it requires a learning component. See Figure 1
sk

4_ ti.

Process

.

1'

.

-
4

to.6tiffe

.

.

learning -
.

specific
measurable

_

.

electric
generation

first men .

to moon

vague not
measurable

.

,

%-postoffice .

/

PL 94-142
,

71*

* Figure 1

Thtsecategories are not exhaustive but they capture the

relevant types of implementers. We want to show that different

control' points and 1 kages are appropriate..to each of these chiegorie6:.

.\\ --First, we have implementers with specific goals and a

. ,

routine process: for example electric generation.

---Second, those with specific goals but the process includes

a learning Component: 'for examp
1

le sending.the fitst' men to the moon.

t --Third, 'those dith vague, not easily measurabl goals and a

process requiring learning behavior: here we will include many aspects

of the running of social sedtor institutions in health, education and

N4
welfare.

ImpleTenters with specific goals and routine proteis are

amenable to'input,'output and process controls, i.e., electric power

,g
14
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\
ntrolled by inputs, process rules and electric generation .

output measures. Implementers with spepific goals but needing a learning

Process are amenable to -input and output controls, i.e., the.scientists

on the first men on the moon project respond directly ...to the success

and failures of successive attempts to take off.. Implementers with

°I.Tagtie goals and aroutine process are amenable to input and process

controls. Thepost office responds to selected attempts to rationalize
-a

process and to input controls. No one, is really looking at unforeseen

or undeiirable consequences of bulk mail flood. 'Implementers with

vague goals,and a process reqUiring learning behavior are only amenable

to input controls. Man)* health,,education orwelfare cannot

be controlled-through output or process controls, They have to be

, .

'controlled through input controls: for example, budgets or the social-

ization,of professional staffs.

Thit last. point is central to our discussion. Too often the

-

design oftleginlatiot disregards control points. It it-assumed that

.process controls or output controls can be utilized when in fact these

introduce undesirable distortions and.can even be a Aincipalfactor

in implementation failure. we shall see in the case of PL 94 -142

process controls-were inttitutedin task situations where they were

not always. desirable. Some of the goals of'the legidktion might haire

been bett4r served if input controls. had been used. The evidence

suggests that the impact of unsuitable controls on Service delivery

is not negligible.

To be sure, this'does not mean that social- sector implementer

are only. amenable to input controls. QUite'obviously there are tasks

15 -
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or aspects of the implementation of programs that are amenable to output or

process controls. For example, one can count students,'patients, cases;

one can establish criteria for admission, etc.. But the'point to be made

is that many dimensions of task performance are dot amenable to such

controls and each time they'are used, inevitable distortions and unforeseen

consequences result.

The choice of linkage is also relevant. In.general individuals and
I .

)

organizations respoftd better to positive inducements than to negative.

sanctions. The latter always generate defensive strategies. These defenI.,

sive strategies can become very expensive, time consuming,. and actually

make it th4t much more difficult to bring about change. Negative sanctionS -

are best used in situations where 1) the goals to be achieved are predise,

are easily measured and compliance can be determined and where 2) it is

known that implementers can implement. Positive sanctions are preferable

in situations where goals are vague, not easily measurable, compliance"can

only be'partially evaluated and the learning process is important.

Why are Undesirable Controls Used?

Why, one.might.ask, are undesirable controls used? The principal

factors are:
.

ly -The drafters of legislation or the drafters of federal and

state regulations are often preoCcupied with their own programs

whOse objective, and successis paramount to them and their agencies.

They disregard and oftenliio not care about the context in which the

activity is to take place, either because they are unfamiliar with

it or because they distrust distant and unknown implementers.

Therefore they seek to invent foolproof controls.

16
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2) If control is the objective, then obviously the combination of

, .

iriVut, process,aneoUtput controls is, in theory'at least, the most
- .;...

, .

-foolOroof. .There;fs therefore a natural tendency in designing
. . .

.
,

.

f 1

0

ols to OvertdesTin and -;to assume, that more control.is always

pre era le.

3) egative sanctions are easier to creat than positive induce-.

meet- simply because most negative sanctions ost less than most

positi e inducements. Also there exist institutions to punish=

namely, e courts; the prisOnsAetc.,b risingly,in our

society, t' -re does not exist s lir institutions;to reward.

4-) Sirice nega ive sancti tend to be easier to-use with process

controls it folio lerefote that there exists another natural

-tendendy to use pro ess controls in preference to the others.

.

5) ;Input controls such as reliance on professional socialization

are long term controls. They cannot be instituted overnight..

!Therefore there is a tendency Co underplay professional controls

in favor of short-term expedients. But the fundamental error

is that not enoughattention is given to professional social-
.

ization at a historical time when professional socialization

may be far more important to the running of complex technological

societies than we realize.

6)" In short, ,erroneous control strategies may well be an

important source of the general malaise and ineffectiveness

prevailing in many social sectors. Teacher burnout is not

17
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ue to excessive and., trivial paperwork

to a large measure to the perceived

nconsequential impact of control

structures that do not fit-the heeds of clients, of.

those who deliv r services and of the general public.

The Implementation of PL 94-142

PL 94-142 is in .the in ut-process compliance mode. Budgetary

inputs are tied to overall compliance with statutory provisions. The

legislation culminated a decade of court and legislative interventions in-
.

cluding seminal decisions in Pennsy vanii, the District of Coldmbia and in

California. (Kirp et a1,,1974). The act 'was. passed in 1975 and implemented-,

in 1978. (Altschuld & Downhower 1980 Abeson & Zet 1 1977; Ballard & Zettel

1977 and. 1978, Jones et -a1,1978; Schle ty & Turnbull 1978.)

The law, interestingly, has s veral distinct objectives reflecting

the several major problems in special ed cation which had led to earlier

court interventions and previods Legislat on.

1) A first objective-is to insu e that every child needing,

special education has access. o an appropriate education.

)

School districts can no-longer deny a responsibility for

severely handicapped children. These, in the past, were

often left to the vagaries of of er agencies.or to whatever

help their parents could obtain. 'istricts.are to identify

children in or out' of sdhodl *ho ha etbeen excluded' from

special education. They are to With r provide supplementary

aids and services (i.e., speech patho ogy, audiology, therapy;

-those instances i

r-/ when a district does not:have faciliti s for a given disability,

,,counseling, transportation, 'etc.), or

18
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-the district is obligated to reimburse parents for

private services. Cooperation between districts is also

encouraged. .

2) A second objective of the legislation is to insure that

children are not arbitrarily assigned to special education,

In the past, special education was sometimes used todstream

certain minority children hat were perce0bd, for one reason

or another, to be a'problem to conventional classroom-teachers.

-Thus, certai.n districts had-very high enrollments of minorities

,

in special ed cation. The statute provides for fair assess-

went prOcedures (parental consent, nondescriminatiag assess-
.

ment of disability, many types of assessments; interpretation

Of results, by licensed expert teams)and an individualized
1 ,

education program'for.each chil4, to insure that ,children.not

be arbitrarily streamed in spe al education programs.

3) A third objective or legislation is to reduce, as-much as

ent to which children are in special'educatiOn.

This is the notion of aiainstreeming or least estrictive enroll-

went. In the past, once alohild was assigned-to special education

the child tended to remain'there. Moreover, any Children who
. ;

tight benefi4.1rom conventional classroom exposure were denied PA

access. Special educationLclasses were separate and tightly

artmentalizea away, from conventional

statute ptovides that children's programs

classrooms. The

in special education.

are to.be evaluated periodically and.th4-each child in special

education who can benefit rom it, be mainstreamed, i.e., attend

cOnvenpicmal classes.- '
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,

.
. r"..,\..

Compliance at'local district revel s o be achieved through

tOo procedural guarantees: the mandated Indiv dualized Education.

Program (of IEP) Meeting and the existence of due process safeguards.

The IndividualiZed'EduCation Prograth or IEP meeting involves administra-

-tors, teachers, parents, the child when appropriate, att6rneys or

advocates representing parents. The IEP document which is signed by

parents a'nd,othera attending,is to have a specific content: basic

assessment information, long range goals, spedific services needed.,

description of extent child can be mainstreamed, date of placement in

program, rationale for placement, list of individuals responsible for

implementation of IEP, criteria which will be uaed to evaluate success

of IEP: -The IEP is, to guarantee that all relevant parties, including

*parents, Participate in the decision-making process and that this

agreement be in writing. Each time a child is assigned In or out of

special education, an IEP takes place.

In addition due process safeguards are provided to the parents
r

and, child. ese include formal written notices of_actionsdescrip-

. tiaas-and explanations of actions taken, descriptions of assessment

procedures used. These are to be provided to.parents in their native

language and the school is'responsible to insure that parents understand

th e-communication when it is translated. They also'include appeal pro-

oedUres whereby parents have access to the child'e record, have-the

right to ask for a panel of three impartial experts (one selected by
A

parents, one by district, oneby the experts themselves). The panel
-

I-6-6to be informal but parents have the right to be accompanied by

counsel, and receive a verbatim record of the hearing" and can compel the

attendance of wispess," introduce evidence and cross-examine witnesses.
,

20
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In California, subsequentappeals,go to the State Superintendent of Public

Instruction and ultimately to the courts.

districts, arrangementsfoi- handling these procedures differ

depending on the organizational arrangements fprspecial education. Generally

large districts may.have many different administrative,Units handling

different disabilities: stieeCh impaired, hard of hearing, visually im-

.paired, emotionally disturbed, mildly mentally retarded; trainable mentally

retarded, orthopedically handicapped, deaf, blinki and special learning

disabilities. In smaller districts fewer:special services may be available.

But in general'the mandate to hate- students' referral.and placement into or .

out of special education programs requires participation of adMinistrators

i.e., principals, teachers, psychologists and other evaluators, counsellors

and experts in the disability area. . Lawyers May be,. involved the.illittal
meeting but more often come into action wfir parents, fat one'reason dranather,

seek redtess for what they-consider unacceptable placement.

Implicit Assumptions of PL 94-'142 C
.1- ,. ..

severalifferent

°N\

detriment to the objective of 'assuring faif assessment, to all or to the

The statute assumes that it is possible tVprsne

L :

6

.
.. .

Special education to children preyipusly excluded can15iiimmsuedWitfidut" .°

.

objective of mainstreaming.' This, as wedhall see, can beta problem.
. ..

. .:
. .

objectives simultaneouslyt it assumes that obliging districts.to provide
,

- -
-

The statute deliberately focuses on parents to-motivate iEplementation.

It adopts the generally accepted notion:thet there need-beiotheone:to prOd

districts into implementation. _In the absence of strongmonitoring by

state or federal age ncies, parents are the logical agents of change (Kirp

set a1,1914, p. 71).' To be sure, ,the act's regulations include provision's

for site visits, but these canhot,:deil With day. to' day implementation.
o A

-

3
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Therefore the implementatip design ocuses on patents.' Thaysot.ification

^requirement, the procedures of the IEP, and the appeal process are all

°

geared to allow parents a strong voice, strong enougtvto create,the

necessary impetus for implementation.

'-
course, is that parents are motivated,

40*:
.

resources to aet as expected. This, again, may be an erroneous -assumption..
. V

The' egislation assumes that districts 10.eaSil5; rdach agreements

The underlyiAg_assnmption, ,of
.

, $ ,,
-0,

e ,

capable ana.have theipecessary

P

with parents regarding the provision of necessary.service, Since unavail

able serqces are, to be provided by having districts jeimburse parents for

private services, the opportunity for conflicts regarditc district.capability

child needs was probably underestimated.

egislation also assumes that the goal- ofmaifistreamine6ill'be

acCepted professionals in the. districts. But .n practice mainstreaming

is acceptable and encouraged as long as the studenteenvelved are not too
,

different fram those in conventional classes, that is, as loni:ag the,

-17' e,

handicapped competency fits within range 43f normal children, t'h'is kind, of

mainstreaming might,be.referred to as a "redefinition.af handicap and,is°

necessarily marginal. It may involve large numbers of studebts when wrong

classifications have been used but otherwise is not toosigriificant. Befend :

redefinition, mainstreaming will be undertaken when and if close cooperation

and trust can be maintained between regular classroom teachergand special

'education teachers and other professionals who will help the:cohventional

teacher. 'The, lei; assumes that close-cooperation exists and tat' the M.,

. .go

itself does nothing-to deter such cooperation.
t'

1.
.

To summarize, this law uses process controls'to pursueeertain objecttves.
.

The law expects parents to exercise leverage on districts,and.tends to underplay
,

0

1
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the roleof district professionals. While districts receive federal and
,

state funding, strong negative'sanctions.can be exercised 14 parents who

J

Ire able to complain ,end have ultimate access to the courts.
..,

But the handling of handicappe4 children is
...,

dlearly a, learning process,

'where learning how to W I.is most si*nificati. t is the kind of situation,
.

\ .

.

.

where experts would like to say things like: ell to are :not sure what
.

. might Mork best: in this case we would like to suggest that this or that

4,

might be tried." .

. .

.
..-

Some Of,the approaches that might be best fOr,a child might bedone

, .

ih the school land some might be done out of school. The education of the

handicapped is clearly an extreme Case in education where cooperation

between the family, the child, and the school is impottant. It also implies

40,
use of talent that maybe out of the'school. As we shall how see these,.

assumptions about the potential role of parents, the nature.of district/

'parent conflicts and t tence of ihternal,PrOfessional cooperation were.*

not realistic and many, tfalls ere encountered IA the implementation of the

1,1w.

4
Pitfalls

A

Are parents motivated,.capable and active? Yes and no. Some parents '

are and some are,not. 'Parent education, wealth, :social class and mental,

. health make a difference. Some,parents...are very involved with their,hlidi-

cdpped children; someare not. The extent of handicap also makIs a difference.

Par ents of'near norial-children are less aware-and less,iniioli.ret in the child's

''

,

defidiency thah parents of 'children with a serious or crippling disability.
.

. ,
. -

Are parents aware of the law and able t9 Intervene? Again important.
, . ,

differencecist across parent3 and across districts. In some dikActs

4

.23
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many parents are well-info

readily available.' In ot,.

(19)

ed and well organized, an&Ieal talent is

er districts parents are'less aware of the law;.

are not organized, and .do n &have ready access to legal or even other

experts. Therefore, the interventions .of parents are not consistent or
J .,..

sustained.

What kinds of legal conflicts are generated be6e parents and

districts? .0ne might assume that s me parents might abject\to school
-- 4.-

/ 4 -

rs but in practice most of the legalclassification or even dislike teach

conflicts between parents and distrit

bursement for private services. Schoo

no o recommend specialized services

e each time thie-happens the district can

s center around the issUe of reim-

\
administrators are quick to learn

district cannOt provide since,

ncur ya ditional (and often high)

4

expenditures. Some active parents, who h 44d\ or heard of private

*service's, use the lawo receive reiMbursement,for such services.

When legal talent is.readily available these parents exercis leve age

on the schools. In addition third party interests are generated. -Outside

experts di. private institutions handlingthandicapPed children re not

uninterested bystanders. In some instances they have been pr ing

services to parents who were affluent enough to 'obtain them.' ey can

now supply services"to those parents who were not able to affor to use

them before. -In any case, dipy have a stake in getting childre labelled

so tharplacemen; will be outside the schoo- ls. ,Thy can and do exercise

44, -pressure on parents.

In districts where narents of handicapped Children are org ized,

where there has been a history of legal interventions and where districts

already spend considerable sums for placement in private services, the

',.... . system d'it & P operates strongly against such referrals: unless- there is
. 44 .,

a 24\ .,
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avious dangeeor impossibility to do o herwise, school administrators,

/
t achers, and experts will be careful Eo'av,,Od recommendations that lead to

such placement or services. Where we ml ht assume that children in need

(2

f.

r.

of special services should have a right to them; we have.:a system of sanctions

that tends toreduce thq p pensity of districts to make certain needed re-

ferrals. Furthermore, those parents who respond to external pressups sand,

perceive the lavas a means for placing their child in private schools at

district expenses and Ipo agressively confront the district in the IEP and

through appeals and court cases, are'shilting the intent'of the due process

protections: so while the appeals procedure may been conceived to pro-

tect the child froirincorrect classification, they tend to be used tg resolve

allocative disputes regarding outside services.

What about cooperation between special educators and classroom teachers?

Obviously we'can expect to find differences between districts. But, in general,
rs,

cooperation between special. educators and classroom teachers is.

not automatic. .In.most districts there is a-long tradition of bureaucratic

separation whereby special.educatioh is 4 department quite separateand,some,

.distance from conventional classrooms. Cooperation betw en conventional class-

room teachett and special eduCatOrs traditionally takes place at the time of

referral. Each maintains domain autonomy and independence. Therefore, main-

streaming is a major, innovation. To do so. when parents can exercise strong

leverage complicates matters. We can easilyunderstand that there will be

, less cooperation between regular classroom teachers aitd special education

teachers and. other experts in those districts where the threat of legal con-
,

flirt is high. 'Since referrals and mansfers in and out of special education

programs imply additional burdens to some teachers and ncelegal conflicts

I'
25
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are inevitably time consuming and thteatening,we can understand that such

conflicts are bound to generate internal tensions, such that'there might not

exist necessary trust between the members of a potential team serving the

hild. Here we can 'expect to find that people are mire concerned with protecting

th it position than in attempting to solveproblamewz=1iiy spend, more .

time king sure that all the necessary forms are properly filled than in

y

addtess ng the. special needs of children.' These patterns carry over to experi-
,

1
,

_
J

meats' or y other endeavor whic is perceived to be difficult and breaks with
l 1`

. .

conventional ways of handling children. We can therefore expect to find more

lip service be aid to mainstreaming than actual itprementation.

;..

We can also expect far less effective cooperation between school and

parents in these sa high conflict districts. 'Here, what should or could 4;le

a cooperative endeavor becomes open warfafe. The_fact that some parents can

-

and do play a legal role apidly places most parents in a pe rceived adversary.

relationship. Even if bell'4gelieat parents are duly a fraction of the total;

the defensive strategies of he district affect all parents. .Thus in large
.

4.

urban!districts where we can a ways extect-tO find a few aggressive parents,

.
,

and many.others who are poorly educated, unaware of the-law; etc., the adyer-

\
sary relationships generated by some parents means that these other parents

treatedare also treated cau ly and do not'get much help: Where
.

it was assumed .

that the rights of childrenshoUldbe protected through a procedure alled

an IEPftwe haye a procedure that can easily be converted into an adversary

proceeding. Parents who' understand little about the law and the procedure

will not receive rank help during these adversary meetings. They will be

told to sign a form and we can even expecx that many IEP reports will, be

routinely written in a, legalistic language less designed to address the problems

of the child than to defencr,the district agaihst potential attack: 'Some...

e.

(sn

.40
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parents will not even bother acid will not respond to district attempts 0

attend the mere formality of an IEP.

To these implementation pitfalls we need add a different kind: -An 94-142--

is not the only law on the books that'affects special education, The actual
t

L'e

implementation of some of the objectives of this statute may sometimes result

from other statutes or even from school adMinistratorst perceptions of the

broader political context. For example, PL 94-142 is net .the,only statute

designed to avoid arbitrary classificafion and minority streaming into,

special education. Some states haveestablished permissible quotas, whereby

the percentage pf minority enrollment)s in special education cannot exceed

..., ,

--r--"'. .

-.44by some figure total minority enro ent in districts without eliciting Mae-
- .

,.

1\'',

1,1ustification. Mo over, minority sensitivity to such streaming

i
77

i

- makes it a politically delicate issue. Districts are increasingly careful

...

-

not to give the appearance of using special education to resolve ethnic
.

prbblems. Therefore the fact that Minority enrollthents in special education
, .

. does go down .does not necessarily mean that PL 94-i42 is successful. It

simply means that other rules and regulationi based on different control

point strategies do have an imp4ct.

_Implementation Patterns

The implementation of PL 94 -142 is p- articularly interesting because two

distinct patterns of impleientation are evolving and these two patterns permit

us-to observe directly how process controls can distort service delivery.

First we have districts where there are already considerable legal cop-

'flicts. These will tend to be districts in urban or close-suburban areas

where some parents of handicapped children are informed and organized, Many'

legal firms are interested or even specialize in these cases, many outside

-experts are,available and private schbols have a Stake in placement decisions;
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These we label legal-regulatory districts. Herewe expect fo'find that

diitrict defensive strategies play an important role and distort the process.

-
i

Second, we havedistticts where legal conflict has not taken place.
. , ,-

These districtSltend to be in rural areas or in distant suburbs.' Even if

parents are organized,.ihey do not have ready acCess'to legal talent and the

due ,process remedies of the law have simply not been used. These districts

we label professional to distinguish them from legal-regulatory ones. Here

implementation results more from internal cooperative decisions than from

, pressures from parents.

Why there might be such differences in the level of conflict across

districts has to do, in part, with the perceived quality of service and in part

with perceived alternatives. .Parents will not initiate conflicts regarding

*IP;

placement when they are-satisfied. Some districts with adequate resources

manage to satisfy most parents. Parents will not initiate conflicts if they

believefthat nothing will come out of it. This will happen more often if

they are not organized, have little legal information and have no knowledge

or even access to alternative private facilities. 4

But these differences have consequences for implementation. In legal
....

regulatory districts, some-of the patterns,we-have already described take
4.1,

place: the system of 110 is activated mostly ,as sanctions. These districts

are involved in many fiir hearings, appeals and legal suits in the courts.

Sthme parents attend the IEP accompanied by their own experts and even, by ,

Cunsei. They do not come to the schools to, seek help, they come in an

adversary role to establish their rights and those of their children.

1

Other parents areless able or unwilling to play the role intended for-
,

them: --eonsiderable district time and effort goes into seeking them out
..

getting them tb agree to sign what documents are called for.

4'

- 28.
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In these districts every effort is made to'expedite the IEP. To

the extent possible the meeting Is,a signature gathering exercise. The

IEP document remains incomplete or imprecise to protect internal discretion.

There is-careful adherence to paper work. These districts take great care

to establish a set of forms for referral, evaluation, processing, etc., and

spend resources to.trgin teachers, to know the-criteria needed to select,

refer, process, and evaluate ha capped children so that'the forms will be-

properly filled out.

Cautious behavior prevails regarding external cooperation, School-

. .

experts are careful not to suggegt that needed expert help is avifilable in

/-
private schools since any such suggestions may activate the system of

i.e., parents fan and do ask the school to pay for such services. Therefore

there is a strong tendency to diagnose to fit school capabilities. Obviously

school experts, like all experts, do not obfuscate evident deficiencies, but

<.>

in gray areas of doubt, school experts tend to fit the child's problem to

'known school capability. #

Meanwhile, some parents are exposed to other sources of advice. Outside

4

experts tend to focus on the ehild's problem and on a more general or univer-

sal view of remedial capability. tThese parents tend to distrust school diagno-'

sis aria are further motivated to seek platement in private institutions, thus

accentuating external threat on the district.

In these districts teachers and school expertS are hampered in thpeir

ability to cooperate among themselves. Each party is careful to avoid blame

for poisibie negative outcomes and therefore' seeks to control the situation.

Faced with potential conflict been conventional teachers and special educe-
- 7

tors and other experts, principals and main office administrators tend to

avoid approaches that have to rely heavily on their close cooperation. Since

20
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mainstreaming requires close cooperation between classroom teachers, experts

and aides, we can therefore assume that in these districts the tendency will

be away from mainstreaming while paying lip service attention to its goals.

Since sampling of teacher or expert.behavior cannot be carried of

on a daily basis, it is doubtful that the protections intended in the law

can be implemented. In other words; the appeal procedures will riot be used
4

to deal with actual treatment. Instead the appeal procedures will tend to

be used by disassociating parents seeking to obtain reimbursement.for-
.

services or placement in the private sector.

Meanwhile, the protective strategies engendered by these threats mean

that considerable d signif*SiitPaitlens of teacher and expert time are

Spent in procedural activities, i.e.,.filling forms, writing required reports,

sending notifications, attending IEPs and lair hearing meetings. This means

a reduction in overall district capability to meet the needs of handicapped

children.

In professional districts, the system of fi g. intenae in the law is. not

activated, therefore the threat of legal intervention is not present. Com1511.-

ance with the law means accommodation based on district capability.
c

To be sure there will be compliance with some of the paper work, proce-

dures will be established to insure that the IEP4meetings take place and, by

and large, district capability, teaceer inclination and the availabiilty.of

expert talent will determine how the law is implemented. One might, expect

that when expert talent is scarce and resources few, the districts will still

tend to group children with disabilities and limit-mainstreaming to a few

token instances (such as having disabled children eat with normal children in

the same cafeteria). When expert talent is readily available and the district

has considerable resources, we can expect-more experitentation with new delivery

systems. Children with certain disabilities are placed in classrooms,

30
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itinerant experts move from classroom to

aides help those children-needing on-site

provided out of school, in home, etc.

classroom, specially trained

help, remedial help is

That kind of district imple-

...."-"-"
mentation takes place simply because the resources and commitment4are

present and risk-taking is not inhibited by the fear of legal inter-

ventions and costly payments for private services.

The contrast between' legal regulatory and 'professional districts

is most evident in the running ofilp meetings.° Christine Hassell

reports preliminary findings based on the observation of 18 IEP

Meetings in districts classified as professional (Hassell 19S0). In

both kinds of district the average length of time of the IEP meeting

was about identical averaging 41.2 minutes in legal regulatory and

43.7minutes in professional districts. But -in legal regulatory

districts 55% of that time is spent-purely on matters having to do with

elaborating the necessary forms whereas only 11% of the time is spent

on forma in professional districts. She also reports that 'EPS ih

professional districts are twice as much oriented to the child's problem

than in legal regulatory districts--as measured by topics covered, con-
,

tent and involvement of teachers and parents. Many mdre individuals

participate in the IEP in legal regulatory/districts: 7.05"versus 3.8

in professional districts--suggesting both the fact that more talent is

perceived to be needed in legal regulatory districts and that more

talent is available--particularly on the parents' side of the table.

These are very preliminary findings and research is still gding

on. But they already suggest that all is not well-with the implemen-

tation of PL 94-142. It is suggestive or even disturbing that the IEP
. . .

. '-.

F
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meetings which were'supposed to be a central -decision point in the

implementation of the law are run in such different manners and differ

so.markedlyin content. To bPsure, the IEP is only one episode in the

implementation of the law but theActrdefensive strategies play such

an'important role in legal regulatory IEPS implies1 that they probably

play an importalit role in other aspects of service delivery.

Implications for the Three 5bjectives

Given two different types if implementation patterns-how do these

influence achieVement of the different objectives of the act? Obviously

certain tasks are easier to achieve than others and also, districts will

be more motivated to achieve those tasks where compliance can be more

easily monitored. f

As we saw, the first goal of the statute is to provide services

to those children noereceiving them'At present. Districts are expeCted

to identify this target population. Compliance can be monitored and the

task of identifying previously excluded children is relatively straight

forward if sufficient resources are allocated. Most districts can

therefore be expected to dentify and-reach this client population and

early evidence confirms this (Kirp-et aL,1974 p.68). But some differences

should be expected between legal-regulatory and professional districts.

In the former, sooner or later, there will be a,realization that there is

a high ptobability that handicapped children not in the public schools

include a higher percentage of cases' requiring speci treatment, and

that the districts can incur high costs when ey have to reimburse

parents for Private education or servic Therefore, while identification

may take place, reaching and dealing ,with these parents will be undertaken

L. 32
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cautiously. Every effort will bemsde to reduce the threat of legal

entanglement. In-these districts the,tendancy will be to, end systematicr,,

searches or not to use the data unless obligated to by a monitoring

agency or an organized group of parents. Selective use of search

information will take place as schools seek to enroll those-ch.dren

. .

for whom they have a district capability: there will be a tendency to

reach those parer s that can be served and to avoid those-for whom no

41,

service is availabl

In professional districts systematic searches are not perceived

to be a potential danger but districts are also cautious not to acquire

charges they cannot handle. We can therefore expect that the normal

tendency is to seek out 'Children that can be served and to-avoid,
,Ae

disregard or kindly discourage, those whose problems are clearly beyond

district capabilities.

Empirical evidence of such patterns are suggested in a current

evaluation of the implementation of PL 94-142. It indicates thai most

of the districts surveyed in the evaluation do 'mot find many new cases

as a result of searches. HOstreferrals to special education are done

by teachers in conventional classrooms out Of the population already

enrolled in the schools (Stanford Research Institute 1980).

,These considerations and preliminary-evidence suggest that

the goal of-identifying children previously excluded is easily

implemented wheivenfordement is present. But acting-on the information

is another matter.

The Second goal is to provide, safeguards on the arbitrary labellin

of children. Here we need to distinguish between efects of PL 94-142

33
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and other statutes. When there is strong political pressure, and language
-b

to limit minority enrollment in special education,drops of excess enrollments

can be expected in both kinds of districts. Quotas on enrollments-are,out-

put measures and can be easily monitored. When minority political strength

is present, the system of R & P is activated. Results are achieved.

But' differences will take place betieen the two kinds of districts

when it comes to the use of evaluation instruments, and the matching of ,

children's performance with official criteria for referral. Criteria for

placement in special education programs differ from state to state, but-

the degree of professional discretion as to the choice of ipstrument and'

how to.interpret results will vary between the two kinds of districts.

In the legal
4
regulatory district muchgreater-attention is 'given to

r formalizing procedures and forms. Teachers and other experts are care-

fully trained in knowing the procedures and in reducing discretion.

Routine is encouraged which means that difficult eases that do not it

well with established criteria will tend to be poorly attended to. In

contrast, professional districts can be expected to be more flexible,

better able to handle difficult cases for-which they have tie capability

of providing services.

But, in general, the implementation of this goal cannot.be

effeCtively monitored. To be sure, gross overall statistical controls

can be effective in reducing excessive minority enrollments in special

education. But whether the right kind, of prograt is provided to the4

right child is a professional matter and no procedural controls are to

alter this fact. Therefore, the conflicts generated by the statute may

be considered a net negative effect since these, conflicts tend to bring

34
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O

about dysfunctional protective, strategies which _tend to reduce professional
'

iacre ion.

Moreover, we need,to remember that there is a diffeence betweei the

.

IEP and what'happens to the child.. Parents may be vocal and come to the
.

, _
. .

IEP with all the experts inthe world but theycannot sample daily_staff:

behavior. Implementation takes Place on a deity basil away Iromyarents

and their impact is, even when they are capable of considerable clout,
1111,.

still very limited indeed.

The°third goal,,the educational goal of mainstreaming or of pro-
.

viding the .least restrictive edudation is also difficult to-monitor.

.Therefore implementation is bound to be limited. Some apparent results
s A

may be emphasized by districts Oho haVe relabelledsome children and sent

them back to conventional classrooms. Otherwise real efforts at cooperation

.

;between classroom teachers and special educators will only take place, when
. 4

sufficient trust exists and as we saw, such trust cannot easily flourish

in districts under excessive external threat. We would therefOre expect

more experimentation and more sincere attempts to deal with the spirit

of ttle law in professiOnal districts while we wouldexpeCt legal.regulatory.

districts to go through the motions (out example of having speCial education
.

children eat in the same cafeteria) but not the spirit of the law.

Conclusions
4

,

PL 94-142 is still a new law. Itsimplementation'is beginning. This
11

4

paper suggests a number of pitfalls. Early evidence seems to confirm at
-. .

.

some of-these-problems-are-real. Obviously more time and more evaluative.

research is .needed befo one may feel confident aboot the reality content
.

-1.?gl ur more pessimistic absessments:-;

.35
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Some conclusions can nevertheless be sketched out for their policy,
-,

implication.
o

These have to o with the choice of control points and the .

choice of system of R & P.

As we sew, PL 94142-relies on proceds controls and we haveto ask

About-the wisdom of relying on piocedures to achieve What procekies cannot

achieve.- Our examples are particularly relevant since they show that

.0

certain goals of the act are amenable tq output controls whegtheSe exist:
.,

v

the goal of protecting minority children from excessive incorrecelabelling ,
I

is obviously amenable to routine output controls. But, the, goal of main-

streaming or of insuring` an adequate education ,is not amenable to either, !
. -.

0 . ."
outputs or process rules. They, depend' input controls, namelyon t he

.

_ .. t
.

good'will.and intentions of the ptofesaionals that pro.vide's0e service.

We thei'efore must pay far more' attention to the needs, reward's; career

goals and status of professional staffs. Pis 94-14i does not go far

enou gh in that respect. It calls for short-term training tiut, does not

suggest why short-term training Should be sufficient or might even be

implemented. There is evidenck it is not (Bird-6 Gansnedee1979). One
,

lesson, therefore is simple: implementation always reqUires two corm

ponents 1) those who are to act need to learn how to act; -2) there

- need exist effective incentives tomotivate them to act.
A

This example also illustrate4 the potential societal costa of

negative sanctio4s. Negative sanctions generate.expensive defehsive

strategies. Any bureaucracy can defend itself and resist threats. But

in so doing it uses resources that are intended for other-purposes.
-- .

.

It is revealing that in
.

legal regulatory districts a signifecant'portion
,

.
. .

of teacher or expert time goes into paper pushing. This is wasted motion.
_

It raises the issue of the choice of an appropriate linkage., What4nd of
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monitoring is'possible or desirable? When is It desirable to use

consumers to insure compliance? When is it desirable to use.outside

,

inspectors and,when are third parties, i.e. other prOfessionals

preferable?

.

Some-of therelevant dimensions here include: 1) the,extent

I

of-distortion the linkage creates 2) the consistency, quality and

motivation of,the outside monitoring 3) the expertise required. The

lesson.seems to be that parents are not the best choicelgere. To be

sure, they can be important but the distortions caused by theirointer-

. .

ventions are not-aesirable. A second lesson therefore is that "out- ,

.

eiders" can, beed effectively when 1) their efforts complement

ithose ofnsiders, or .2) .their efforts, while in conflicj ith
. .

insiders,are nevertheless predictable and can have th ntended"impact.
. .

- ,

This discussion also suggests that it is useful .emphasize and

discuss.ifie concept of excessive control. The purdui of- control ob-
.

ow .
.

jectives generates costs that make them less. desirable, butue"have.no,

methodology to weigh trade off. At best we decry the unforeseen
j

consequences of interventions without being able to cost out other

alternatives. We can.suggest shifts:in other directions and insist that

process rules be substituted by output controls only to discover_that

these are also amenable to distortion and manipulation. At some_poinC-

we have to ask: are controls needed? will we achieve more if we inter-'

t-

vene? ban we justify doing less?

What policy implication can we detive from this? Obviougly our *

main them4.has been about the choice of desirable and undesirable controls.

Somg goals and some tasks -can be controlled at output, input and process.

But tasks that require considerable professional inputs are not amenable to
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1 r that kind of control. They require far more attention to what, motivates

professional behavior, to the incentives needed to improve professional

role playing, and to the insitutions needed to-raise the-level of pro-

fessional.ethica. -In thisL.case this means that one-should find out what

kind of assistance parents and children need if they are to better play

their 'role. They probably need help to understand about the nature,pf

the handicap They probably could benefit from some assistance, particularly

when economic or other factdrs impede their ability to deal with.the

problem.

One might also specify the kind of long-term training teachers and

experts might receive to implement mainstreaming. One,might spppify the

nature of support services and provide both short=tterm and long-term

assistance. All this with the recognition that-theYe are,many uhknowns,

about."mainstreaming" and that much learning need take place.

One could also sgecify the incentives that might insure that

teachers and experts are motivated to implement the statute.

Lastly and importantly one might specify the kind of peer Cremielf

-that might be used to reviTL.spmpliance and suggest future courses of
.., . .

0
actio4..

' .-

action.'
-0

----
..,...

0

. ,%; ...t. . . t. ..,
- Such an approach would be more oriented to the role professions can

. c- .

7
and should play in theimplementation bf his kind of legislation.

.

°

1
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